Performance Navigator
Define specific performance behaviours, including
present undesirable ones and future desirable ones
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3

Does the person clearly
know what is expected?

2
YES

Do these matter in terms
of actual performance?

NO

Live with the situation,
concentrate on what
matters

YES

Recognise and reinforce
the new behaviour

1

NO

4

5

Describe what is
required in explicit
behavioural terms, and
monitor subsequent
performance closely

Is the person now
performing well

NO

Is it a Can’t Do or a consistently Won’t Do issue? Apply the ‘Acid Test’
“COULD THE PERSON DO WHAT WAS REQUIRED IF THEIR LIFE DEPENDED ON IT?”

YES

If the answer is NO, then it’s
a CAN’T DO (Skills) issue

Provide specific
accurate training
and monitor
results

NO

Has the person
done the work
correctly in the
past?

If the answer is YES, then it’s a
WON’T DO (Attitude) issue
6

NO

YES

Increase the
amount of
practise and
coaching

Increase the amount
of feedback; provide
remedial training/
coaching and
monitor results

Redesign job to
simplify it where
possible; review
methods and
equipment

NO

Does the person
use the skills
required
regularly?

7

Is the person still
having problems?

8

YES

Is the job badly
designed or could
it be simplified

9

NO

Redeploy to suitable
work, if available otherwise process
dismissal

NO

Does the person
have appropriate
potential for
this work?

10

Are there good
outcomes if the
person does the
wrong thing?
NO

YES

Give strong and
frequent feedback and
create positive and
negative outcomes

YES

Act to remove
penalties

12

Does the person
feel penalised for
doing the right thing?
NO

YES

YES

11

Does the person
feel that it doesn’t
matter whether they
perform well or not?

13
YES

14

Are there any job
design characteristics
which get in the way
of good performance?

YES

Create positive
outcomes for good
performance; include
negative outcomes if
poor performance
continues

Act to
remove such
characteristics

NO

Does the person
have appropriate
potential for
this work?

15
NO

Redeploy to suitable
work, if available otherwise process
dismissal

IDENTIFY SOLUTION, ACT ON IT AND FOLLOW THROUGH CONSISTENTLY
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